Portfolio
Insights

Facing global risks
Two-thirds of global losses are uninsured

Natural catastrophes
The natural catastrophe
protection gap totalled USD
193 billion in 2017.
Parametric solutions can
make insurance more
accessible, affordable and
provide immediate pay out
for individuals and businesses
to bounce back quickly.

Road safety
There are 1.2 million road
casualties a year. Driver
and vehicle scoring, as well
as technologies like driver
assistance (ADAS), can help
us dramatically reduce road
casualties and develop a
safer mobility future.

Cyber risk
The annual cost of cyber
crime to the global economy
exceeds USD 600 billion.
Cyber solutions help us better
manage and mitigate risks.

Food security
With only 25% of the
agricultural market insured,
the market is full of
opportunities to grow.
Agricultural re/insurance
solutions leverage latest
technologies to help farmers
best manage crops and
recover from losses faster.

Solutions for a more resilient world
We help you grow your business and improve your profitability
By leveraging our risk expertise, strong
capital base and new technology, we
help you grow your business and
improve your profitability by
developing innovative solutions and by
sharing the risk.
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P&C Solutions: Support across your entire value chain
From innovative design to claims optimisation

Product design

Underwriting

Claims

We assist you in designing
innovative products
adapted to digital
environments.

We reduce your
operational effort with
automated and predictive
underwriting.

You benefit from faster,
more insightful processing
and early warning
functionalities.

Digital consumer
You profit from digital
consumer engagement
and predictive churn
modelling.

Business
management
We increase your process
efficiency through
contracts intelligence and
easy self-service
options.

P&C Solutions for your every need
Increase efficiency, steer portfolios and grow into new markets and segments

P&C Analytics

Property & Specialty

Cyber

Liability

• Portfolio Insights interactive
risk visualisation for steering
and growth
• Tailored P&C Analytics
consultancy services to solve
your every need
• Behavioural Economics
solutions to boost client
conversion & retention

• CatNet® natural hazard risk
analyser
• CatServer: NatCat modelling
and expertise for your tools
• Sophisticated engineering
underwriting with PUMA
• Agro Suite modular, end-toend agriculture solutions

• Cyber Product Suite for cyber
insurance product
development
• Cyber Analytics Platform:
Score and manage portfolios
& accumulation
• Identify and manage silent
cyber exposures with Decrypt

• Analyse and model liability
portfolios with ForwardLooking Modelling (FLM) to
grow into new markets and
segments
• Manage Casualty
Accumulation risks

Parametric

Automotive & Mobility

SwiftRe®

Innovation

• End-to-end pricing, risk
monitoring, policy
administration, automated
claims pay out and real-time
reporting for:
- Flight delay
- Earthquake
- Tropical cyclone

• Insurance-relevant driver
scoring with end-to-end
telematics solution
• Grow strategically and steer
portfolios with Motor Market
Analyser
• Assess vehicle safety features
with the ADAS Risk Score

• Online risk placement,
claims and accounting
platform
• Cost-effective risk
management
• Full transparency into entire
portfolio

• Agile (co-)creation of next
generation solutions
• Access to new risk pools and
markets
• Fast development and timeto-market via Swiss Re’s
partner ecosystem
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Drivers: Meeting business targets in a complex risk landscape

Abundance
of data

Aggregating and analysing
vast amounts of data in
different formats from various
sources is complex and
cumbersome.
Senior management requires
a single, concise view that
enables strategic portfolio
steering

Changes
in risks

Risks change over time as
macro environment evolves
and companies adapt their
strategies and pricing.
Legal and regulatory changes
require managers to be able
to exclude or emphasise data
sets in forward looking
analysis

Competitive
pricing

IT departments are an
overhead on insurer's
resources.
Successful IT strategies and
tools that are custom-built for
insurance companies, using
state-of-the-art technologies,
help keep insurers’ focus high
and costs down

Complex
systems

A key challenge insurers face
is bringing back and front end
data together. Insufficient
focus in its overall
performance can lead to poor
results and inefficient
management.
Legacy systems can be a
huge challenge to data
integration
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A common language for dynamic portfolio analysis

Common analytics platform

Intuitive data representation

Analytics power (2019)

Agreement on relevant
metrics and data sets

Flexible data model

APIs to Swiss Re’s
forward-looking modelling

Intuitive data visualisation

Enriching data with
external data sources

External industrial and
geographical exposure information

Prioritisation of
performance analytics

Tailored custom calculations
and visualisations

Liability catastrophe potential
insights

RESULT:
Enhanced client focus

RESULT:
Custom-fit to each client

RESULT:
Outside-in view on performance
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Leading risk expertise, technology and data science capabilities to
produce intuitive, visual portfolio analytics

Complex portfolios

Metric adaptation

Ability to process large
portfolios across multiple
lines of business and
geographies

Flexible data model and
platform to reflect
performance measures

Interactive drilldown

Cloud platform

Data analytics

Leveraging latest
technology whilst ensuring
the highest security
standards and data privacy

Harnessing external data
and Swiss Re risk expertise
and models for outside-in
insights to boost
performance

Intuitive drill-down views
from high-level portfolio,
through industry and
market, to single policy
views

Customised
visualisation
High flexibility to adjust and
include custom views and
insights

Providing you with powerful insights to help boost your portfolio performance
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A client story: Improved transparency with insights
How we successfully deployed Portfolio Insights to enable strategic business steering

The client

The challenge

Our support

Large player in EMEA

Client invested in cutting edge IT
systems but lacked the ability to
monitor and assess business
perfor-mance across the company
due to lacking data quality

Swiss Re provided a customised
tool with filters showing data
quality and signalling data strength

Client required data integration to
steer business towards improved
performance across portfolio

As a company in transformation,
our client required a strategic
advisor who could help identify
what data to collect, which insights
could be drawn from it and how to
best leverage insights in the
context of its strategic business
reorganisation

This provided management with
powerful levers to identify areas for
rapid data quality improvement
Delivered a solution enabling a
better focus on client management
and offering insights into major
operational risks

The result
Instant drill-in capability
to identify good data
across the firm
Fast deployment
enabled swift
identification of
systematic data
weaknesses and
transition to a culture of
excellence

2 months
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A client story: Post-M&A data integration for strategic steering
How we successfully deployed Portfolio Insights to offer strategic insights on a complex portfolio

The client

The challenge

Our support

The result

Very large client

A large US insurer required a
portfolio steering tool that
combined multiple data sets spread
across different IT systems

Co-design of analytics visualisation
interface

Instant access to
portfolio view across
entities enabling postM&A strategic
performance steering

Use of Portfolio Insights to generate
full portfolio transparency after
major acquisition

Following the acquisition of another
company, the insurer struggled to
gain a complete and detailed view
into the merged portfolio and new
data sets

Identification of relevant KPIs and
drill-down functionality design by
key parameters
Deployment of fully customised
Portfolio Insights platform
deployed on client’s system,
available 24/7

Fast deployment of
common platform with
customised views

2 months
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Project scope and duration tailored to your needs
We work very closely with you to adjust to your preferences

Project set up:
Define objectives, project
planning, signing of
confidentiality agreement

Week 1

Week 2

Collection of internal data:
Identify portfolios to be used in pilot and data mapping
- Define performance metrics and prioritise
- Collect data, finalise metrics and test
- Review, clean and sort data

Week 3

Kick-off:
Agree on scope, output
and dedicated project
resources

Week 8

Week 9

Week 12

Deploy:
Test solution implementation
Assess anomalies
Address any performance issues

Discuss insights:
Evaluate solution
utility
Identify potential
future enhancements

Week 14
onwards*

Contact us
PC_Solutions@swissre.com
Swiss Reinsurance Company Ltd
Mythenquai 60
8002 Zurich
Switzerland
Telephone +41 43 285 2121
Fax +41 43 285 2999
www.swissre.com

We’re smarter together
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